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January

A Personal Guide to Hearing God  
through Dreams and Visions

 • “A unique angle and testimony that no other writer 
on this topic has explored.”—from the foreword by 
James W. Goll, respected leader in the prophetic 
movement

 • “This book is a must-read for the hour we live in!” 
—Terry Meeuwsen, cohost of the 700 Club

 • Includes an FAQ and glossary of terms and 
symbols

Many believers strive to discover why they can’t hear God’s voice—but 
they fail to realize that they can have “20/20 hearing” through their 

dreams. God is never silent. He longs to communicate, and if his voice falls on 
deaf ears, he will speak in pictures.

Sadly, instead of nurturing and nourishing their dream lives, many believers 
feel forgotten by God and miss out on his godly counsel. But they don’t have 
to. With absorbing insight, prophetic leader Laura Harris Smith demystifies 
nighttime dreams and daytime visions. Topics include:

•	 making sense of symbols
•	 the top ten kinds of dreams
•	 how a life of holiness readies God’s people to see
•	 REM sleep, dream cycles, and open visions
•	 the counterfeit dark sources of “vision”
•	 biblical dreams and modern testimonies

God is always speaking, even when his words come as pictures. There is 
no reason to miss a single word.

Seeing the Voice of God
Laura Harris Smith
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Eastgate Creative Christian 
Fellowship with her husband, 
Pastor Chris Smith, and directs 
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dynamo, she was TV host on the 
Shop at Home Network for many 
years. This is her first book. She and 
her husband have six children and 
live in Hermitage, Tennessee.
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about the author
Jennifer LeClaire is a prophetic 
voice and teacher with a growing 
media ministry. She directs IHOP–
Fort Lauderdale and serves as 
news editor of Charisma magazine. 
In addition, she writes one of 
Charisma’s most popular prophetic 
columns, “The Plumb Line,” and 
frequently contributes to Charisma’s 
Prophetic Insight newsletter. Her 
media ministry includes her website; 
40,000 followers on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube; and a 
growing newsletter list. She lives in south Florida.
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Expert Advice for Developing the Prophetic 
Gifting from a Leading Prophetic Voice

 •Author is news editor of Charisma magazine  
and one of their most popular columnists

 •A leader in the International House of Prayer (IHOP) 
network, she is a well-connected speaker with a 
growing media ministry and large social media 
platform

 •Addresses each season of prophetic ministry,  
for seasoned and new believers alike 

The prophetic ministry brings with it many challenges. The apostle Paul 
termed it a high calling—but it is never easy. 
Author Jennifer LeClaire, who has experienced the joys and tears of this 

intense “making” process, equips and encourages other prophetic people. 
Starting from the initial call, LeClaire shows how to hold fast through the tests, 
trials, and temptations that inevitably confront the prophetic minister.

God is looking for people to entrust with the secrets of his heart. Whether 
readers are called to prophetic intercession, preaching, even singing, the 
training ground can be grueling. But the result is a man or woman who can 
shoulder the responsibility of being a “mouthpiece” for the God of the universe.

The Making of a Prophet
Jennifer LeClaire
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about the author
Bobby Davis, a “preacher’s kid,” 
pushed the limits of drinking and 
drugs until his life was changed 
by the Lord in a Christian rehab 
facility. Now pastor of the large and 
growing Life Church in Cookeville, 
Tennessee, Pastor Bobby ministers 
worldwide, including through his 
television ministry. He and his wife, 
Jennifer, live in Cookeville with their 
two children. This is his first book.
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Keys to Overcoming 7 Strongholds That Keep 
Believers from Fulfillment and Joy

 •Author has a growing television presence and 
media ministry

 •Practical, candid advice helps readers conquer any 
obstacle

 •Author and his message cross denominational 
lines

Believe it or not, many Christians have “strongholds” operating in their lives. 
They are new in Christ, yes. They know they are going to heaven. But 

something is blocking them from enjoying the abundant life Jesus promises his 
disciples here on earth. 

That is not God’s plan, explains Bobby Davis. With relatable examples and 
in-depth teaching from Scripture, Pastor Bobby uncovers the predominant 
strongholds gripping Christians, including unforgiveness, a sense of inferiority, 
and “religion.”

He also offers real answers to real problems, giving all who are tired of 
being “stuck” the keys for breaking free. Readers will be encouraged to claim 
the freedom that belongs to every follower of Jesus and fulfill God’s “good and 
acceptable and perfect” plan for their lives. 

Saved but Still Enslaved
Bobby Davis
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about the author
Jane Glenchur, a board-
certified dermatologist and 
dermatopathologist, is an 
experienced intercessor and leader 
of prayer groups, as well as an 
accomplished lecturer and Bible 
study teacher. She serves on the 
board of trustees of a private school 
and is a spiritual mentor to young 
adults. This is her first book. She and 
her husband, Tom, have two children 
and live near Cincinnati, Ohio.
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How to Receive Extraordinary Answers  
to Everyday Prayers

 • Foreword by bestselling author Randy Clark

 •Step-by-step biblical guidance and practical tips 
on getting God’s answers to the daily decisions 
everyone wrestles with

 •Equips readers to access God’s wisdom  
and provision every day

The Bible is full of spiritual wisdom. But does God provide direction for more 
specific, practical questions? Does he care about the little decisions believers 

have to make every day?
When Dr. Glenchur obeyed God’s call to lay down her career in medicine and 

become a stay-at-home mom, she faced a thousand day-to-day decisions her 
medical training had not prepared her for. How should they fix the leaking roof? 
Was this the right bicycle for their daughter’s birthday? With her husband out of 
work and no insurance, what should they do about healthcare?

Searching for discernment, Dr. Glenchur found herself in a crash course 
on prayer. She soon discovered that hearing God was more than an academic 
exercise; it was the very core of her family’s survival. In this easy-to-read, 
power-packed book, she helps ordinary believers learn to access supernatural 
wisdom and provision.

7 Secrets to Power Praying
Jane Glenchur
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Fresh Revelations on the Names of God  
and the Promises They Contain

 •Beautiful repackage from the bestselling author  
of The Cross and the Switchblade

 •Emphasizes a relational, heart-knowledge 
approach to deepening the reader’s walk  
with the Lord

 •Shows how knowing God by name changes 
everything!

Many Christians long to know God as their healer or provider. Others need 
assurance that he holds their well-being in his hands. Still others seek 

the peace that comes from his presence. 
All these prayer needs can be met, says much-loved author and minister 

David Wilkerson. The key is a deeper revelation of who God is. Each of God’s 
names in Scripture reveals a quality of his nature and character. In this newly 
repackaged edition, Wilkerson explores ten Hebrew names for God that relate 
to times of testing and crisis, including El Shaddai, Jehovah Jireh, and Jehovah 
Shalom.

This book is for everyone who needs hope, encouragement, faith, strength, 
and a special word from God—all who want to meet their heavenly Father on 
a heart-to-heart level.

Knowing God by Name
David Wilkerson
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